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Abstract

DarkSide–20k (DS–20k) will exploit the physical and chemical properties of liquid argon (LAr) housed within a large dual-phase time project chamber (TPC) in its direct search for dark matter. The TPC will utilize a compact, integrated design with many novel features to enable the 20 t fiducial volume of underground argon. Underground Argon (UAr) is sourced from underground CO$_2$ wells and depleted in the radioactive isotope $^{39}$Ar, greatly enhancing the experimental sensitivity to dark matter interactions. Sourcing and transporting the $\mathcal{O}(100)$ t of UAr for DS–20k is costly, and a dedicated single-closed-loop cryogenic system has been designed, constructed, and tested to handle the valuable UAr. We present an overview of the DS–20k TPC design and the first results from the UAr cryogenic system.

1 Introduction

DarkSide–20k (DS–20k) is an upcoming direct dark matter search experiment and will be located in the underground laboratory of the Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS) in Assergi, IT. DS–20k is designed to observe dark matter particles scattering from argon atoms in the liquid argon (LAr) target. The measureable signal from Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) dark matter scattering is a nuclear recoil, depositing energies up to $\mathcal{O}(100)$ keV within the LAr. The detector is designed to operate for a minimum of 10 years while maintaining a negligible instrumental background level in the WIMP search region of interest.

The core of the DS–20k experiment is a dual–phase Time Projection Chamber (TPC) which will be filled and surrounded with low–radioactivity Underground Argon (UAr). The level of the $\beta$–emitting radioactive isotope, $^{39}$Ar in UAr is less ($\approx 1400 \times$) than that of standard argon of atmospheric origin (AAr), as demonstrated [1] by the predecessor experiment DarkSide–50.
The fiducial volume of DS–20k is 20 t, which gives a minimum design exposure of 200 t × years using UAr. We briefly overview the DS–20k TPC and UAr cryogenic system design, and discuss the first cryogenic testing results.

2 Overview of the DarkSide – 20k time projection chamber (TPC)

The DS–20k TPC and active neutron veto are two sides of the same mechanical object, which is pictured in the left panel of Fig. 1. Eight gadolinium (Gd) loaded PMMA (acrylic) panels (colored in green) will be mounted together to form the TPC barrel with the Gd serving as a high cross section target for thermal neutrons. The panels measure 365 cm × 163 cm (l × w) and are 15 cm thick except for the bottom section that the cathode barrel fits into, where they measure 10 cm thick. The anode and cathode plates are pure PMMA pieces coated with CleviosTM and 1,1,4,4-tetraphenyl-1,3-butadiene (TPB). CleviosTM is a commercial conductive polymer and will be used to define most of the electrical potentials in the TPC. The TPB coating has a nominal application density of 200 µg/cm², and is used to wavelength shift the 128 nm argon scintillation light to ≈ 420 nm to be efficiently detected by the Silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM)–based readout. Mounted on the interior panel walls is the reflector cage composed of 4 mm thick PMMA panels combined with TPB–coated 50 µm thick Enhanced Specular Reflector (ESR) foils.

The SiPM–based readouts take the form of large octagonal planes positioned above (below) the cathode (anode) plate. The readout is divided into 20 × 20 cm² electromechanical Photo Detector Units (PDUs), each with four readout channels, which are mounted onto stainless steel frames forming the Optical Planes (OPs). Behind the readout layers, held within the frames, 15 cm thick Gd–loaded PMMA pieces form the endcaps of the active neutron veto. Mounted on the opposing side of the frames, as on the exterior of the Gd–loaded barrel wall panels, are the 20 × 20 cm² Veto Photo Detector Units (VPDUs) looking towards the reflective inner surface of the stainless steel vessel (covered with poly(ethylene naphthalate) (PEN) and ESR foils).

Figure 1: Left: Cross–section view of the DS–20k TPC and neutron veto within the stainless steel vessel which will house the Underground Argon (UAr). Right: Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) of the DS–20k Underground argon (UAr) cryogenic testbed at CERN. Blue (pink) depicts the nitrogen (argon) pathways.
3 The DarkSide – 20k underground argon (UAr) cryogenic system

The DS–20k UAr cryogenic system builds on the successful design of the system used for DarkSide–50 [2], which operated for over 8 years. The UAr system is responsible for maintaining the $O(100)$ t of target material for the direct dark matter search, including continuous purification of the gaseous argon and reliquefication. Here we focus on a scaled down version (right panel of Fig. 1) that was built and tested within the Cryolab at CERN without the purification loop and radon trap. The complete system Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) for the DS–20k experiment is included in Appendix A (Fig. 3). The UAr system design is novel and this testbed cryogenic system, which contains the core system to be used in DS–20k, was constructed to establish fundamental design function and operational parameters.

3.1 Design overview

The right panel of Fig. 1 details the testbed system used for functionality and performance measurements. The coldbox is a vacuum insulated vessel depicted by the yellowish inset region, and blue (pink) depicts the nitrogen (argon) pathways. The core of the UAr cryogenic system is the condenser, which is the small rectangle labeled as CD1 in the right panel of Fig. 1. The condenser consists of 1/2–inch stainless steel tubes capped on one end with the other ends welded to a base–plate with 1/2–inch holes. Covers are then welded onto both sides of the base–plate creating a two sided object separated by a tubular geometry allowing for heat exchange.

The condenser principle of operation follows: The tube openings are faced downwards and gaseous argon (GAr) is flowed to fill the tube volumes. Liquid nitrogen (LN$_2$) flows steadily onto the top side of the tubes, and latent heat exchange occurs. The condensed argon moves down the inner surfaces of the tubes and is routed into the cryostat, while the gaseous nitrogen is routed out of the top of the condenser. Temperatures and pressures are measured throughout the system, and gaseous argon and nitrogen flows are measured at room temperature.

A sophisticated network of parallel plate heat exchangers is employed within the coldbox where gaseous phase heat exchange continues over the entire temperature range from 87 K to room temperature. The exhausted N$_2$ gas can be seen routed on the left side of the heat exchangers. The argon pathway is a single closed loop which includes the cryostat and, as argon boils, the cold gas is routed to the bottom–right side of the heat exchangers. A gaseous pump circulates the argon, with the warm gas from the pump being routed down the middle of the heat exchange network. This routing allows the gaseous argon to be precooled to near liquid temperature before entering the condenser. This design realizes an extremely efficient system with abundant cooling power being recovered from the intrinsic boiling of LAr in the cryostat.

3.2 Preliminary commissioning results

We present the cooling power recovery efficiency results and describe the detector circulation concept with some first results.

3.2.1 Cooling power recovery efficiency

Visible inside of the cryostat in the right panel of Fig. 1 (labeled as H1C) is another parallel plate heat exchange system for detector circulation, which is actually two heat exchangers mounted in parallel. The condenser outlet is routed into one side of heat exchangers, which then passes through a helium–controlled valve into ullage volume of the cryostat. The helium–controlled valve can be used to create a back pressure on the argon outlet, simulating a head pressure which exists in the DS–20k experiment.
Figure 2: Left: Nitrogen mass flow (consumption) versus argon mass flow. The data points (black) are taken at different argon circulation speeds. The solid line (red) is a linear $\chi^2$ minimization. The returned slope is taken as the consumption, which is converted into a cooling power recovery efficiency of at least 99.1%. Right: Argon (red data points) and nitrogen (blue data points) flow versus the pressure difference across the heat exchangers. As the pressure difference increases, the argon flow rises sharply indicating that the gaseous/liquid mixture on one side of the heat exchangers is being condensed. The heat from this process boils LAr on the opposing side of the heat exchangers, producing gas flow for the detector circulation. The nitrogen consumption is essentially flat, indicating the process is highly efficient.

For this test the helium valve is not used (no pressure besides that in the ullage is set), and gaseous argon is circulated. The argon circulation pump is set to various speeds for 12–hour increments, allowing the system to become well equilibrated. In analysis, time periods are chosen where the flows are most stable and linear $\chi^2$ minimizations are performed on the flow data. The returned fit parameters are used to evaluate the average nitrogen and argon flows over long time periods. The results (black data points) are shown in the left panel of Fig. 2 as nitrogen flow (consumption) versus argon flow. A linear $\chi^2$ minimization is performed on the consumption data, and the returned slope value is regarded as a “consumption rate”, i.e. the amount of nitrogen needed to cool and condense a given amount of argon.

To obtain a value for the cooling power recovery efficiency, we define an efficiency scale in the parameter space of Fig. 2. A zero slope indicates a 100% efficient system. A system with 0% efficiency is defined as the amount of nitrogen (latent heat only) needed to cool and condense argon from room temperature. While gas is mainly being circulated here, we assume the argon phase change within H1C would be 100% efficient as it occurs within the LAr bulk (with the heat from this process generating the detector circulation). Under these assumptions, we determine our cooling power recovery efficiency to be at least 99.1%.

3.2.2 Detector circulation

The detector circulation is a crucial parameter for gaseous/liquid detectors because the target volume must be purified at a certain rate in order to perform rare–event physics searches. At a rate of 1000 slpm, the $\approx 100$ t of UAr in DS–20k is replaced roughly every 40 days. As mentioned in the previous section, a helium–controlled valve is used to simulate the depth that the detector circulation heat exchange system is located within DS–20k. LAr, which has filled the opposing side of the heat exchangers, is boiled to produce the detector circulation for this test.
The helium–controlled valve is pressurized and the circulation pump speed is increased until the argon pressure within the heat exchanger overcomes the helium valve pressure. Once argon gas is visibly flowing from the outlet (via a camera mounted inside), liquid is not being condensed, and the test is complete. As the circulation speed is incrementally increased, a pressure difference over the heat exchangers is established and the gaseous/liquid argon mixture coming from the condenser is compressed into LAr. As mentioned, the heat from this process boils the LAr on the opposing side of the heat exchangers resulting in a gas supply for the detector circulation. The results are shown in the right panel of Fig. 2.

4 Conclusion

The DS–20k experiment will search for dark matter directly using a dual–phase Time Projection Chamber (TPC), where the target material is argon sourced from underground to exploit the low levels of the radioactive isotope, $^{39}$Ar. The experiment has entered the construction phase at the Gran Sasso Laboratory (LNGS) in central Italy. The novel TPC design uses Gd–loaded PMMA (acrylic) panels for the TPC body, mechanical support for the TPC/veto assembly, and target material for the active neutron veto. The design is in an advanced stage and assembly procedures are being finalized. The core of the Underground Argon (UAr) cryogenic system has been successfully tested at CERN, and the system is now being shipped to LNGS. A cooling power recovery efficiency of 99.1% was measured, and a highly efficient detector circulation method was demonstrated.
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A DS–20k underground argon (UAr) cryogenic system P&ID

Figure 3: Piping and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) of the Underground argon (UAr) cryogenic system for the DS–20k experiment. The liquid nitrogen and UAr supply systems, along with the purification loop are included.
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